The concept of nearness was introduced by H. Herrlich [4'], where nearness refers to collections of sets. Nearness spaces have proven to be an extremely useful generalization of a wide class of topological structures.
I. Let A be a set and £ C F2A and consider the following axioms: (Nl) If S £ | and 9Í corefines ß (i.e., for each A E 91 there exists a B E 2 such that BEA) then 31 E £. These spaces were introduced by H. Herrlich [5] .
We consider those spaces where £ satisfies (N1)-(N3) and (N5). We call them heminearness spaces; they were first introduced by Hunsaker and Sharma [9] .
We will give some examples of heminearness spaces, and describe the relation between the category of heminearness spaces and the categories of prenearness spaces and nearness spaces. Initial, final, product, coproduct, subobjects, and quotient objects are described in the category of heminearness spaces. We also describe completions for heminearness spaces.
3. Examples, (a) Let R denote the reals and for each A E R define Ci A -convex hull of A. Let £= (91 CFR| nciï^ 0}. Then £ is a heminearness structure on R which is not a nearness structure. Note that if A and B axe subsets of R, Cl(A U B) ¡j* Cl A U Cl B in general.
(b) Let (R, £) be defined as follows: Let (R,C1) denote the reals with the usual topology and £= {91 CFR| flClSt^ 0}, then (R, £) is a nearness space. Let v = {91 C F(R X R) | Fr, 91 E £ for i = 1,2}, where Prt: R X R -R is the canonical projection for i = 1,2. Then tj is a heminearness structure on R X R which is not a nearness structure. In particular, if A and B axe subsets of R X R, Cl(^4 U B) ¥= Cl A U Cl B in general. Proof. Observe that if a is an ordinal greater than or equal to the cardinal of A, then Cl A = C\a A for each A E X. 6 . Theorem. For any set X, the set of all heminearness structures on X is a complete lattice with respect to inclusion. Especially 
Proposition.
Let (X¡, )S,),e/ be a family of heminearness spaces and let £, = (ßi)s for each i £ 7. Let (II,6/A,., £) be the product of (X¡, £,),e/ in NEAR and (II,e/A,, ß) the product of (Xt, ßf)mi in H-NEAR. Then ßs = £. Note. To show that /: A -> A* is nearness preserving, we need axiom (N5). This process of completion cannot be imitated for P-NEAR or S-NEAR.
Proof of Note. If 3t E £ and B £ U { D w | « E /(3I)}, then B E (IfA for some A E 91 which implies that A E CX^B. Therefore by (NI) {Cl£( U { n a \ a E /(»)})} ££andby(N5) U { Pi a | a E/(3I)} £ £, i.e.,/(9I) E £*.
II. Closure heminearness spaces. We will now introduce the concept of preclosure, semiclosure, and hemiclosure, and define the category C-H-NEAR of closure heminearness spaces. We prove that C-H-NEAR is bicoreflective in H-NEAR and is isomorphic to the category of hemiclosure spaces and continuous functions.
In the 1973 Categorical Topology Conference at Southern Illinois University in Carbondale, H. Herrlich [7] posed the following question: how far removed is NEAR from TOPI The analogous question in the category of heminearness spaces is: how far removed is C-H-NEAR from H-NEAR1 We will show that any heminearness space is a subspace of some closure heminearness space. Our method can also be used to obtain analogous results in P-NEAR. For the case of S-NEAR we proved [4] that any seminearness space can be embedded as a subspace of a product of grill-determined spaces.
22. Definitions. Let A be a set. Cl an operator on A and consider the following axioms. (3) [ (0)- (4), (0)- (3) and (5), (0) If (X¡, £,),6/ is a family of heminearness spaces, then (X¡, £,),e/ is a family of closure heminearness spaces if and only if C\.¡e¡X¡, £), the product of this family in H-NEAR is a closure heminearness space.
Proof. Let 31 E £, then for each /' E 7 there exists x, E DC1£ F/-,9i. Let x E n,e/A, such that Pr¡x = x¡ for each i £ 7, then x E nClf9I ¥= 0. Suppose there 
